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WHO WE ARE 
The Destination and Promotion Experts 

 
CentreSpace is an independent consultancy in casual mall leasing and venue management. We put 
destinations, consumers and brands together to maximise revenue from onsite marketing 
campaigns. 

Following on from our success with brand promotion and venue management in the UK, 
CentreSpace was launched in Australia in 2008. Drawing on more than 15 years’ combined industry 
experience, the CentreSpace Directors have created a unique concept and an expert team for the 
Australian retail market. 

 

The CentreSpace team comprises of a range of promotional space leasing executives and venue 
management experts who specialise in brand promotion and shopping centre management. 
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WHAT WE DO 
We Take Care Of Every Detail 

 
For mall owners and venue managers across Australia, CentreSpace is creating new commercial 
opportunities from highly marketable floor space and foot traffic. With access to a database of leading 
brands seeking promotional and retail opportunities, our destinations are fully occupied with strategically 
positioned retail and promotional displays, generating revenue and creating a quality customer experience. 

 

CentreSpace Connects Destinations and Retailers 

We find the right brands for your space and deal with every aspect of their tenancy, from negotiating rates 

to “bump in” and presentation logistics. CentreSpace will ensure that presentation installations are 

perfectly suited to both brand  and  venue,  using  the  right  features  and  dimensions  to  avoid  clutter 

and to  improve the visual appeal of your space. 
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HOW WE DO IT 
We create great customer experiences 

To deliver the best commercial returns for iconic destinations, plus a superior leasing and 
management service to our venue partners, CentreSpace uses a comprehensive approach to 
casual mall leasing. 

 

Our proven venue management approach includes: 

 
• Site Surveys: The CentreSpace team conducts location surveys to identify the most suitable 
and effective promotional areas and commercial opportunities for your venue. 

• Planning & Negotiation: The Key Account Manager for your venue will deliver a knowledgeable 
personalised service. Your assigned manager will broker deals for you and attract new brands to 
your space, improving your revenue through increased occupancy to reach agreed budget targets. 

• Right Tenant Right Location (RTRL) & Right Brand  Right  Location  (RBRL)  Strategies:  We 
ensure your promotional space is only leased to suitable brands and tenants that will enhance the 
image of your venue and complement current retailers. 

• Marketing Strategy: Your Key Account Manager will work on a quarterly account planning cycle 
as well as developing your media pack. Your venue will be featured in quarterly e-newsletters to 
our clients. 

• Full Booking Service: All responsibilities concerning license negotiation and creation, risk 
assessments, credit checks, billing and cash collection are handled by our CentreSpace team. We 
also maintain a dedicated online booking, diary system, and Destination Media Specialists (DMS) 
booking system for each venue. 

• Reviews: CentreSpace conducts regular reviews to discuss ways in which to achieve targets, 
enhance performance and build successful partnerships between retailers and venues. 
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SERVICE 
THAT MAKES A DIFFERENCE 
We Help You Attract Customers & Increase Revenue 

 
CentreSpace is the venue management agency of choice for many iconic destinations across Australia.  
Our venue  partners  rely  on  us  to  attract  customers,  increase  revenue  and  take  care  of all the important 
associated details. 

 

We offer unique benefits to venue partners in Australia: 
 

Scale:   With our extensive portfolio of brands    and    promoters, CentreSpace offers the biggest national 
platform to promote a venue space to increase revenue. We maintain a   large   database of clients who 
are looking for long or short term promotional opportunities at prime retail, sporting, leisure and 
entertainment destinations. 

Integrity: By offering complete operational management of the rented space, CentreSpace ensures that the 
venue and existing retail outlets are never compromised by promotional activity. 

Influence: CentreSpace are promoters of highly desirable brands so, so we can secure the best rates with the 
appropriate brand for your venue. 

Growth: Our commitment to maximising occupancy and income from your space will optimise the 
contribution to your bottom line 

With the support from our outbound sales staff and dedicated relationship management team, you 
will experience increased revenue,   and   can be assured of a venue that always presents well. 



 
 
 

 

TARGETED  AUDIENCES 
Talking one-to-one with your audience 

 
Centrespace provides brands with the opportunity to engage and interact with your customers through a 
range of media channels. 

 
Experiential: We can connect brands with high impact, strategically positioned space in shopping centre’s 
airports, iconic destinations and sports stadiums which can provide a perfect platform to: 

 

• Promote, showcase, launch and sample 
brands 

• Create immersive brand experiences 

• Acquire customers and data 

 
Retail: CentreSpace can promote specialist retail opportunities in Australia’s leading shopping centres, 
enabling retailer brands to take advantage of prime mall space in high footfall destinations. 

 
More Than Just Space: Going beyond pure space, at CentreSpace we offer state-of-the-art display and 
merchandising support through a comprehensive range of  services: 

 
Mall Media: CentreSpace delivers full media campaigns to retailers, brands and businesses; each tailored to 
individual business objectives and budget. Our customised media packages include product sampling, 
partnerships, sponsorships and events. All these elements create the ideal promotional experience for your 
customers,  capture attention and generate sales. 
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HIGH VALUE 
MEDIA CHANNELS 
Making The Most Of Your Promotional Space 

Partnering with CentreSpace is about effectively and efficiently connecting with your 
customers: saving time and money, increasing sales – and improving customer 

experience. 

Our pioneering approach to casual mall leasing and venue management offers strong 
revenue-growth opportunities for both retailer & venue: 
• Low Risk: The CentreSpace model for retail exposure and face to face marketing helps retailers 
test markets and gather data before making important decisions about business objectives and 
sales targets. 

• Low Investment: CentreSpace clients make significant savings by allowing CentreSpace to 
negotiate on leases. 

• Low Overheads: Collaborating with CentreSpace is easy and will never compromise your 
venues brand integrity or values. 

• “Shops Without Walls”: CentreSpace’s promotional spaces and exclusive venues are designed 
to give our clients direct contact with potential buyers in high foot traffic areas. Customers who 
are ready to buy can learn about their brand and interact with their products. 
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CentreDesign
Developing attractive 
displays for visual
merchandising



 
 
 

 

CENTRE SPACE 
PEOPLE AND OFFICES 
Established in Australia in 2008 the directors of Centrespace have over 15 yrs. combined industry experience. 

Originating in the UK they have developed the CentreSpace concept for the Australian market  carving out a niche 

in the field of casual leasing, shopping centre management and marketing. 

 
Jamie Tetley – Director 

After working in the marketing & advertising industry in the UK for several years, Jamie Tetley made the decision 

to form CentreSpace and bring it to Australia. With his unique range of skills in both sales and experiential 

marketing and his extensive experience in destination media in the UK Jamie knew that this multi-faceted 

approach to casual leasing could be used to support high traffic venues  achieve financial success. 

CentreSpace provides clients with a centralised service through casual mall leasing expertise & strategic venue 

management from negotiating the most competitive rates to handling all paperwork. Jamie thrives on being 

presented with a situation and devising a range of inventive solutions that directly affects a company’s 

competitiveness and their bottom line. 

 

It is Jamie’s extensive practical experience and acquired business acumen that positions him perfectly to provide 

sound solutions that transform organisations. His long term goal is to have investment and consultancy 

involvement in a portfolio of 8-15 successful and rewarding businesses worldwide. 

 
CentreSpace now have offices in Sydney, Melbourne & Brisbane 
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